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1. Evaluate the following definite integrals:

6. Evaluate the followine indefinite intesrals:

a
J.

4.

a. t *'(rt + r)3 d.x c. i?r a.
t {/x'+t

2. Evaluate the following indefinite integrals:

^. I*'ln(x)dx a. [x2e-'& c. Jxcos(3r)dx

Find the area of the region enclosed by the graphs of:

a. y=3-xz and 
"y =-2x b.y=x'-2x and y=x+!

Find the volume ofthe solid obtained by rotating the region bounded by the graphs of:
a.y=)c2 -9, y=0 aboutthex*axis. b. y=!6-x, /=3x+12, x=-1 aboutthex-axis.
c. y : * + 2,y : -* + 10, x Z 0 aboutthe y-axis.

Evaluate the following indefinite integrals:

^. 1.}:.a'' x" ..136 - x"
,1Fa. c. | ,, 

9= 
d*- x...{x" +9

5.

^. 
13:5*' a*J x'+6x

7. Evaluate the improper integral:

@^
F/

a. | "dx
| (x +2)'

,. 1 ^3**2 d*
J x'+2x-8

"[ffi*

b. I s:*6 
d*J x" -36

,, i -J--,-a*
'o Vx+5

8. Decide if the following series converges or not. Justiff your answer using an appropriate test:

u.* n!' b. i s c. i s" 
d. i4 ".i 

n'
un,3n'+5 ?10' 310" fr5' f;(2n+l)l

9. Determine whether the series is absolutely or conditionally convergent or divergent:

a. ir-tl'J: r i+ c i(-,)"r-" a. ir-rr'!-!:!u^' 7n+2 frJnt n=o n=t 2n'+n+l
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10. Find the radius and the interval of convergence of the following power series:

^ i@-L)" , i(-1)a(x*1)n . i@*L)n s $t-r;"tr+1)"a' L "+z 
D' L ,r+z "' L nlv d' L 

"s"n=O

1 1. Find the Taylor polynomial of degree 2 for the given function, centered at the given number a:

a. -f (x) = et' at a = -1. b. f (x) =cos(Sx) at a = 2z .

12. Find the Taylor polynomial of degree 3 for the given function, centered at the given number a.

Graph the firnction and the Taylor polynomial on the same screen:

a. f(x)=l+e-'at a=-l b.f(*)=sin(x) at a=1

(1a). (1b). rf,0' - s

(2il.t+-f,.,

Answers:

rrc).XQ'tt -1)I
4

(2b). -(x2 +2x +2)e-' + C (2c). 
]rsin(3x)+|cos(3x)+C

(3a). The area of the region between the two curves is:

(3b). The area of the region between the two cuwes is:

3

Area =i(, - "' - (-2.))a* = 4'5

. tl / r \\ 125
Area =J (r* 4 -\*' -Zxfiax = ;



&i*rru tr'*rk {it1r il*lieg* *f "T"*e i:n*icgv- {{",6f{Y fu.tctfc e*1 st i es #*p* ri: rt"l* i- t
E

i 5*finc 2fi16

(4a). Approximate the volume of the solid by vertical

disks withradius ! : x2 -9 between x =-3 and x =3 :

gives the volume is 7 = Ilrr1x' - g)' ar=T o.

(4b). Using a washer of outer radius Rou,", = I 6 - x and

inner radius R,,,", :3x +12 at x, gives the volume:

, = ri((16- x)2 -(3x+n)'z\dx , where the

upper limit 1 is obtained from 16 - x =3x +12 > x:l .

(4c). 16n

(*'-9)''' *c
2Jx'

T. J-'-36
(sc). --Yx-j: +C 1s41. 1I-:'9*5'

(6a). -l-!ln('' +6)+c (6b). 3lnlx-61+2lnlx+61+c (6.). :lnlx+ +l*!nlx- 2l+c
+JJ

{ril. -@*, (sb).

lnlxl
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(7a). ; (7b). The integral does not converge (7c). The integral does not converge

(8a). Converges by the Comparison (or Limit Comparison) Test and the p-Test.

(8b). This is a geometric series, which converges to 519:i-L = o - 5/19 - 5/10 - 5

,:r10n l-r r- 1 9110 9
' 10

(8c). Converges absolutely by the Ratio Test. (8d). Diverges by the Ratio Test. (8e). Converges

absolutely by the Ratio Test.

(9a). Conditionally convergent: convergent by the Alternating Series Test but not absolutely

. +10
convergent since ).: ^ diverges (like the Harmonic series, by the Limit Comparison Test).

--i7 n +2 "

(9b). Absolutely convergent: convergent by the Alternating Series Test and absolutely convergent since

-4 131
> --- = > . * converges by the p-Test with p = 2.5 .

,<
"=t tl n" n-1 rt

(9c). Absolutely convergent: convergent by the Alternating Series Test and absolutely convergent since
@1

F 5-" = -:_ = .1 converges as a geometric series. (9d). Divergent: by the Test for Divergence. The
fr l-lts 4

limit of the general term does not exist. Note that the Alternating Series Test does not apply.



(f 0a). The power series converges when lx - 1l < 1 by the Ratio Test, which gives a radius of
convergence 1 and interval ofconvergence centered at 1. The series diverges at x:2 (harmonic series)

but converges at x:0 (alternate harmonic series), so the interval of convergence is 0 < x < 2.

(10b). The power series converges when l" - 1l < 1 by the Ratio Test, which gives a radius of
convergence I and interval of convergence centered at 1. The series diverges at x : 0 (harmonic series)

but converges at x:2 (alternate harmonic series), so the interval of convergence is 0 < x < 2.

(10c). The power series converges when lx + 1l < 5 by the Ratio Test, which gives a radius of
convergence 1 and interval of convergence centered at - 1. The series diverges at x: 4 (harmonic

series) but converges at x:-6 (altemate harmonic series), so the interval of convergence is-6 < x < 4.

(10d). The power series converges when lx + I | < 5 by the Ratio Test, which gives a radius of
convergence 1 and interval of convergence centered at -1. The series diverges atx:-6 (harmonic

series) but converges at x: 4 (altemate harmonic series), so the interval of convergence is-6 < x < 4.

(11a). The Taylor polynomial of degree 2, about a= -I is given by:

7{2) 1 _11
Tr(x)= f(-l)+/'(-1)(x+1)+ Tt-+l)2 = e'-2e'1x+1)+ 2e2(x+1)2 = e'+2e'x+2e2xz

(lf b). The Taylor polynomial of degree 2,about a=2n is given by:

f(2)()o\ )\
Tr(x) = f (2 n) + f ' (2 n)(x - 2 n) * -= g - 2 r)2 = r - * @ - 2 o)'

LZ

(12a). Graphs of the function f(x) and its Taylor 1 ( ,\'
polynomial of degree 3, T.(x): (12b)' T,(x)=t-;l'-;) 

g

€

T,(x)= f(-r)+f'(-t){x+D+d!J:!(x+l)'z.fp,r+1)3= t+e-.e(x+D+l(x+D'-.96e+t)3= t.t-;--;-'


